The interaction of first-and second-order motion signals at the local-motion-pooling level were investigated using locally-paired dots that moved orthogonally to each other. Dots were either luminancedefined, which could, potentially drive both first-and second-order local-motion units, or contrastdefined, which only drive second-order local-motion units. The response measure used was the nature of the motion percept: either unidirectional or transparent motion. The likelihood of perceiving transparent motion was varied by adjusting the trajectory length of the dots. Increasing the trajectory length increased the likelihood that observers would perceive transparency. The results, taken as a whole, support the notion of independent first-order and second-order local-motion-pooling units, with the spatial extent of the second-order units being larger than that of the first-order units.
Introduction
Numerous studies have investigated the degree to which firstorder (luminance or colour defined) and second-order (contrast or texture defined) stimuli are processed by independent pathways. While it is theoretically possible for both types of stimuli to be processed by a single, common pathway (Benton & Johnston, 2001 ) a number of psychophysical, cortical-functional-imaging and clinical-neuropsychological studies support the notion that they are extracted by separate local-motion units (Ashida, Lingnau, Wall, & Smith, 2007; Badcock & Derrington, 1985; Ledgeway & Smith, 1994; Lu & Sperling, 1995; Nishida, Ledgeway, & Edwards, 1997; Scott-Samuel & Smith, 2000; Vaina & Cowey, 1996; Vaina, Soloviev, Bienfang, & Cowey, 2000; Victor & Conte, 1992) . A question of interest is to what level in the visual system do these pathways remain independent. While a number of studies argue for independence up to and including the global-motion (V5/MT) level (Ashida et al., 2007; Badcock & Khuu, 2001; Edwards & Badcock, 1995) it has also been argued that they are combined at the local-motion-pooling (LMP) level (Edwards & Nishida, 2004) . Given that once the signals are combined it seems highly unlikely that the visual system could decouple them, this means that it would seem improbable that both claims are correct.
The study by Edwards and Nishida (2004) investigated the perception of motion with contrast-reversing dots. It had previously been shown that, when centrally viewed, high luminance-contrast dots that change their contrast polarity as they move, i.e. go from being light to dark, do not result in a percept of motion. Instead, observers perceive a flickering stimulus (Edwards & Badcock, 1994) . Edwards and Nishida hypothesised that the failure to perceive motion with such a stimulus may be due to interactions between the first-order and a putative fullwave-rectifying (FWR) second-order motion systems (Lu & Sperling, 2001) . In response to a contrast-reversing dot, the first-order system would signal reverse-phi motion (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Anstis, 1970; Anstis & Rogers, 1975) , that is, motion in the opposite direction to the physical displacement of the dot, while a FWR second-order system would signal motion in the displacement direction. If these signals were of equal strength and were added, they would cancel each other out. Transparent motion can be seen with oppositely-moving, non-locally-balanced dots, so any such cancellation would have to occur at the LMP level, not the global-motion level (Edwards & Badcock, 1995; Edwards & Nishida, 1999; Qian, Andersen, & Adelson, 1994) . If the claim by Edwards and Nishida is true, then their study would also provide strong evidence for the existence of a FWR, as opposed to only a half-wave-rectifying, second-order system. Previous studies that been used to support the existence of a FWR system have used spatially-sparse, contrast-reversing stimuli, and so the perceived motion of those stimuli (in the displacement direction) may have been mediated by a third-order attention-based system (Solomon & Sperling, 1994) .
While Edwards and Nishida interpreted their findings as indicating first-and second-order interaction at the LMP level, their study used a stimulus that did not directly tap the LMP level. Consequently, it is not entirely certain that their results actually reflect interactions at that level. The current study addresses this limitation by using a stimulus specifically designed to tap the LMP level.
Stimuli were composed of locally-paired dots moving at right angels to each other (Curran & Braddick, 2000; Qian et al., 1994) . If the spatial proximity of each set of locally-paired dots is sufficiently close, they will each drive a single LMP unit, resulting in the generation of a single motion signal, in the vector average of the two component signals (Curran & Braddick, 2000) . Note this vector average would be zero if the two signals are in opposite directions. If the dots in each pair are not pooled by the same LMP unit, then motion transparency may be perceived. Whether or not transparency is perceived would depend upon resolution issues at the global-motion level, i.e. the number of motion signals generated by the stimuli, their strength and the angular separations between the signals (Edwards & Greenwood, 2005; Greenwood & Edwards, 2007) . Consequently, the nature of the motion percept, unidirectional or transparent, can give an indication of the degree of interaction between motion signals at the LMP level.
Experiment 1: locally-paired dots
The aim of this experiment was to determine the nature of the percept when observers were presented with locally-paired dots, moving in orthogonal directions. From previous studies we know that unidirectional motion, in the vector average of the component directions, is perceived when matched luminance-defined dots are used (Curran & Braddick, 2000; Qian et al., 1994) . Of particular interest in the present study was whether the same percept would occur when matched contrast-defined and mixed luminance-and contrast-defined dot pairs were used.
Methods

Observers
Four observers were used in all experiments, one of the authors (OM) and three observers who were naïve to the purpose of the experiment. AG, a research student, was an experienced observer and XB and JR, undergraduate students, were inexperienced observers. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity with no reported history of visual disorders.
Apparatus
Stimuli were generated using a Cambridge Research Systems Visage graphics system driven by a host Pentium 4 computer. They were displayed on a Sony Triniton 20-in. monitor operating at a refresh rate of 100 Hz with a spatial resolution of 1024 Â 768 pixels.
Stimuli
The stimuli were presented within a circular annulus with inner radius of 3.5°and an outer radius of 12°. A central 0.5°Â 0.5°black fixation cross was used. Each stimulus consisted of 52 dot pairs, resulting in a dot density of 0.25 dots/deg 2 and each dot had a diameter of 0.3°(6 pixels). Eight-frame motion sequences were used with each frame being presented for 50 ms, giving a total duration of 400 ms. The speed of the dots was 5.5°/s, which was chosen to ensure that the stimuli would effectively drive both the first-and second-order systems (Edwards & Badcock, 1995; Ledgeway & Smith, 1994) . One of the dots in each of the pairs moved in a horizontal and the other in a vertical direction, resulting in an angular difference in their directions of 90°. The background was composed of a dynamic random-pixel field at 10% luminance contrast with a mean luminance of 42 cd/m 2 . Two types of dots were used: luminance-defined, that had a positive contrast level of 30%, and contrast-defined, that were composed of dynamic light and dark pixels at 90% contrast (Fig. 1) . Those contrast levels were chosen in order to match (to a close approximation) the visibility of the stimuli across all observers. A gamma-corrected look-up table was used. If the luminance increment and decrement levels in the contrast-defined dots are correctly matched (see below), then the mean luminance level of those dots, at the envelope scale, is the same as that of the background. Hence, they would not drive the first-order system, being pure second-order dots. However, with the luminance-defined dots, while they obviously drive the first-order system (if they are above contrast-detection thresholds), given that they also result in a local variation in contrast, they can also drive the second-order system (Edwards & Badcock, 1995) .
Procedure
The response measure was the nature of the perceived motion: unidirectional or transparent. In order to systematically vary the likely probability of the observers perceiving either unidirectional or transparent motion we varied the trajectory length of the dots. See Fig. 2 . It has previously been shown that increasing the trajectory length of locally-paired luminance-defined dots changes the perceived motion from unidirectional to transparent (Curran & Braddick, 2000) . When the trajectory length is short, both of the locally-paired dots are pooled within the same LMP unit, so unidirectional motion, in the vector average direction, is perceived. When the trajectory length of the dots exceeds the spatial extent of a single LMP unit, the dots start to drive multiple LMP units, some of them selectively, which may result in the perception of transparent motion (Fig. 2) . Trajectory lengths ranged from 0.8°to 2.2°of visual angle. When dots reached their maximum trajectory length they were re-plotted at the start of the trajectory loop, i.e. wrapped around. The initial position of the dots on the first frame of motion was randomised across all dot pairs. This was done to avoid the flickering percept that results if all of the dot pairs started in the same relative location on their trajectories and hence wrap around at the same time. Each dot in a given dot pair always started at the same relative position in the trajectory cycle.
Three conditions were used: matched luminance-defined dots; matched contrast-defined dots and mixed luminance-and contrast-defined dots. A single-interval presentation was used and the observer was required to indicate whether the stimulus appeared unidirectional or transparent by pressing the appropriate mouse button. The conditions were presented using a method-ofconstant stimuli. Each of the three conditions were randomly pre- sented across the six trajectory lengths. Observers were presented with each condition (3) at a given trajectory length (6), 10 times, making 180 trials per experimental sequence. Each sequence was run 10 times. Viewing was binocular and no feedback was given during the experiments.
The pattern of results obtained for these conditions, as a function of trajectory length, should depend, at least in part, on whether the first-and second-order pathways are pooled at the LMP level. That is, whether there are common or separate first-order and second-order LMP units. For the matched-luminance condition, based upon previous studies (Curran & Braddick, 2000) , we expected a transition from the perception of unidirectional to transparent motion as the trajectory length of the dots was increased. A similar pattern should be obtained for the matched-contrast dots if there are common LMP units, and the contrast-defined dots drive those units as effectively as the luminance-defined dots, or if separate second-order LMP units exist and they have the same properties as the first-order units. With the mixed condition, a number of patterns are possible. If there are common LMP units, equally driven by the luminance-and contrast-defined dots, then the pattern of results should be the same as for the matched conditions. If there are separate LMP units, then transparent motion may always be perceived, regardless of the trajectory length. However, the fact that the luminance-defined dots can also drive the second-order system may disrupt the perception of transparency by effectively increasing the number of motion signals from two (one first-order and one second-order) to three (one first-order and two second-order) and hence exceeding the limit for the perception of motion transparency (Edwards & Greenwood, 2005) or by effectively reducing angular separation between the signals to below separation required to perceive transparency (Greenwood & Edwards, 2007) .
Balancing luminance increments and decrements
Prolonged viewing of a moving stimulus can result in a motion aftereffect (MAE) in which a subsequently viewed object can appear to move in the opposite direction to the original motion of the adaptor. The test stimulus can either be a static or randomlymoving (dynamic) stimulus. Previous studies have shown that while adapting to first-order stimuli can result in a MAE when tested with either static or dynamic test stimuli, second-order adaptors only generate a MAE with dynamic tests (Nishida, Ashida, & Sato, 1994; Nishida & Sato, 1995) . Thus, one way to ensure that the luminance increments and decrements are correctly balanced in the contrast-defined dots, so that they do not produce a luminance (first-order) artefact, is to vary the increment-to-decrement ratio in order to find the point at which those dots do not generate a static MAE. This was done for all four observers and the increment-to-decrement ratios that resulted in no static MAE for each observer were used in this and subsequent experiments. Thus, any first-order artefact present in the contrast-defined dots -note, also see Klein, Hu, and Carney (1996) -did not result in a functionally significant signal to the motion system.
Results and discussion
The results are shown in Fig. 3 . The percentage of the trials for which the observer reported seeing transparent motion is plotted against the trajectory length of the dots. Examining first the data for the matched luminance-dots (L-L), the pattern of results is the same for all observers and corresponds to the expected pattern. Reponses went from 0% transparent, i.e. 100% unidirectional, at the shortest trajectory length, to 100% transparent at the mid trajectory lengths. The pattern of results for the mixed condition (L-C) is very similar to the matched luminance-dots condition for all observers which, by itself, would seem to support the notion of common LMP units. However, for the matched contrast-dots condition, none of the observers ever consistently reported perceiving transparency. They either consistently reported unidirectional motion (OM & JR) or, at the longer trajectories, reported a mix (around 50%) of unidirectional and transparent motion (XB & AG). These results clearly indicate that the contrast-defined dots were being pooled differently to the luminance-defined dots and therefore suggest the possibility of separate first-order and second-order LMP units. If true, then the pattern of results obtained for the mixed condition may have been due to difficulties in the perception of motion transparency resulting from the luminance-defined dots driving both the first-and second-order systems.
This failure to perceive transparency in the matched-contrast condition could be due to number of possibilities, that reflect differences between first-order and second-order processing at either the LMP or global-motion-pooling levels. At the LMP level there are two possibilities. The contrast-defined dots might be processed by separate second-order LMP units that have larger spatial-pooling regions, compared to the first-order LMP units. Larger spatial-pooling regions for second-order processing has been previously reported in the processing of static stimuli (Sukumar & Waugh, 2007) . The second possibility is that common (first-and second-order sensitive) LMP units exist but the contrast-defined dots may have driven those units less effectively than the luminance-defined dots (i.e. the contrast-defined dots had a lower effective contrast) which resulted in the LMP units increasing their spatial-pooling extent. That is, the spatial-pooling size of LMP units may increase as the effective contrast of the stimuli they are pooling decreases. Alternatively, at the global-motion level, it is possible that the combination of signal strength and angular separation of the signals did not result in a population activity that could be interpreted as indicating transparent motion (Greenwood & Edwards, 2007; Treue, Hol, & Rauber, 2000) . These possibilities were examined in the following experiments.
Experiment 2: effect of contrast level on spatial extent of local-motion pooling
The aim of this experiment was to test the possibility that the failure to consistently perceive motion transparency in the matched-contrast condition in Experiment 1 was due to the contrast-defined dots driving common LMP units less effectively than the luminance-defined dots, resulting in a larger spatial-pooling zone for those units. This was achieved by examining the effect of contrast on the matched luminance-dots condition used in Experiment 1. Contrast levels of 15% and 60% were tested and compared to the results obtained with the 30% contrast level used in Experiment 1.
Results and discussion
The results for the four observers are shown in Fig. 4 . All observers show a transition from the perception of unidirectional motion (0% transparency) to transparent motion, indicating that any effect that varying contrast has would not be sufficient to account for the lack of perceived transparency in the matched contrast-dots condition in Experiment 1. Additionally, there was no systematic effect across all observers of contrast on the transition point between perceiving unidirectional and transparent motion. Table 1 shows these PSE points (50% transparency). For two of the observers (JR & XB), the PSE points occurred at longer trajectories as contrast was increased, suggesting that if decreasing contrast has any effect on the spatial size of the LMP units, it acts to decrease the size, not increase it. However, no systematic effect was observed with the other two observers (OM & AG).
Experiment 3: transparency with second-order dots?
The results of Experiment 2 indicate that the lack of transparency observed in Experiment 1 with in the matched-contrast condition was not due to those dots weakly driving a common LMP stage (and which further supports the notion that there is no functionally significant first-order artefact in the contrast-defined dots). Two remaining possibilities, therefore, are that there are separate second-order LMP units and they have larger spatial-poolingzones than the first-order units, or that the combination of signal intensity and angular separation of the second-order signals resulted in a population response at the global-motion level that could not be resolved as indicating transparency (Greenwood & Edwards, 2007; Treue et al., 2000) . One way to discriminated between these two possibilities would have been to increase the trajectory length of the stimuli used in previous experiments, i.e. extend the spatial extent of the motion, and if that resulted in the perception of motion transparency with the matched contrast-dots condition it would support the larger pooling area idea. However, doing that resulted in a reduction in the total number of dot pairs that could be presented, with a corresponding loss in the impression of global-motion. The stimulus became so sparse that there was a tendency of observers to focus their attention on one or two of the dot pairs. So instead of using stimuli composed of locally-paired dots, standard (non-paired) random-dot kinematograms were used. If transparency can be seen with unpaired, contrast-modulated (second-order) dots, it would support the notion of separate first-order and second-order LMP units with the second-order units having larger spatial pooling-zones than the first-order units. Transparency perception was assessed by determining the minimum angular separation between the two directions of motion that allowed the perception of transparent motion.
Stimuli and procedure
Five-frame motion sequences were used. The duration of each frame was 50 ms. The spatial step of each dot was 0.28°, which resulted in a speed of 5.5°/s. Each image consisted of 100 dots. All other details of the stimuli were the same as used in the previous experiments. The procedure for this experiment replicates a previous study of critical angular separation for first-order motion transparency (Greenwood & Edwards, 2007) . A temporal two-alternative forced choice procedure was used. One interval contained a transparentmotion stimulus at a particular angular separation and the other contained a global-motion-flow stimulus, with the directional range that the dots moved in being equal to the angular separation in the transparent condition. These directions were selected from a rectangular distribution, meaning that each direction within the given angular separation had equal probability of being chosen. See Fig. 5 . Each interval was presented for 250 ms and a 200 ms inter-stimulus interval was used. The shorter presentation time, compared to the previous studies, was used to ensure that observers could not selectively, and sequentially, attend to the different transparent directions (Greenwood & Edwards, 2007) . Observers were required to indicate which interval contained the transparent-motion stimulus. Six angular separations were randomised by using a method-of-constant stimuli. When the angular separations were below the threshold values, the transparent stimuli looked identical to the global-flow stimuli (Williams & Sekuler, 1984) .
Three conditions were used in which the two directions were signalled by either: luminance-defined dots; contrast-defined dots or one by luminance-defined and the other by contrast-defined dots. Six angular separations were selected for each condition. Based upon pilot testing, these separations ranged between 16°a nd 45°for the luminance-defined dots, 27°and 56°for the contrast-defined dots, and 23°and 51°(except for XB who used 34°a nd 63°) for the mixed dots. To match the signal intensities used in the previous experiments, maximum signal intensities were used, i.e. 50% of the dots moved in each direction. Each block consisted of 10 trials and each condition was run 10 times.
Results and discussion
The results for the four observers are shown in Fig. 6 . Performance (percent seen correct) is plotted against the angular separation of the transparent signals. While performance for the matched luminance-dots condition was always better than for the matched contrast-dots, at angular separations less than 45°observers could always perceive transparency for all three conditions. The ability of observers to perceive transparent motion with the contrast-defined dots at angular separations less than 45°supports the notion of separate first-order and second-order LMP units and that the failure to consistently perceive transparency with the contrast-defined dots in Experiment 1 (which used an angular separation of 90°) was due to the second-order LMP units having large pooling regions.
Experiment 4: selective first-order and second-order stimulation
The results of the previous three experiments, taken as a whole, support the notion of separate first-order and second-order LMP units, with the spatial-pooling region of the second-order units being substantially larger than that of first-order units. However, if separate first-and second-order LMP units exist, a question that arises is why was not motion transparency perceived in the mixed condition (paired luminance-and contrast-defined dots) in Experiment 1 for all trajectory lengths, not just the long lengths? This failure to perceive transparency at the short trajectory lengths in the mixed condition could have been due to a resolution limitation at the global-motion level. Specifically, the second-order local-motion units may have been sensitive to both the luminance-and contrast-defined dots, resulting in a second-order signal, at the LMP level, in the vector average of those two signals. The vector average direction would have depended upon how effectively the two dot types drove the second-order local-motion units. If they drove them equally, then the angular separation between the (vector average) second-order signal and the first-order signal would have been 45°. However, the separation would have been less if the luminance-defined dots drove the second-order units more strongly than the contrast-defined dots. Thus, the angular separation between the two signals may have been too low for them to be resolved as transparent signals (Fig. 6) at the global-motion level resulting in the percept of unidirectional motion (Greenwood & Edwards, 2007; Treue et al., 2000) . This, of course, would mean that first-and second-order signals are pooled in the resolution of motion transparency.
One way of testing this idea would be to modify the stimuli so that the luminance-defined dots do not drive the second-order local-motion units, only the first-order units. This would ensure that the second-order local-motion units only respond to the contrastdefined dots, so the angular separation between the second-and first-order signals at the global-motion level would be 90°, and so, based upon the results of Experiment 3 (Fig. 6) , transparent motion should be perceived. Given the low contrast-sensitivity of the second-order system (Ledgeway, 1994; Scott-Samuel & Smith, 2000) , one possible way to make the luminance-defined dots ineffective in driving the second-order system is to reduce their contrast. The current experiment examined that possibility.
Methods
Stimuli were identical to those used in the mixed condition (luminance-defined dots paired with contrast-defined dots) used in Experiment 1. The only difference was that two different contrasts were used for the luminance-defined dots: 10% and 20%. The contrast of the contrast-defined dots was 40%. These two conditions were randomly interleaved within the same sequence of trials. A trajectory length of 1.1°was used. This length resulted in the perception of unidirectional motion for both the paired luminance-defined-dot and the mixed luminance-and-contrastdefined-dot conditions in Experiment 1 (Fig. 3) .
Results and discussion
The results for the four observers are shown in Fig. 7 . Performance, percent seen transparent, is plotted for the different conditions. For the high-contrast luminance-defined dots, observers never (AG & JR) or extremely seldom (OM & XB) perceived transparency, while for the low-contrast condition all four observers essentially always saw transparency (greater than 90% of the time). These results indicate that when the locally-paired dots selectively drive the first-and second-order motion systems, transparency is perceived, even at a short trajectory length that resulted in the perception of unidirectional motion in the matched-luminance-defined dots condition in Experiment 1.
General discussion
The aim of the current study was to investigate the degree of interaction between the first-and second-order pathways at the LMP level by using stimuli composed of locally-paired dots that were either luminance or contrast-defined. In Experiment 1, the pattern of results obtained for the paired luminance-defined dots was as expected: the percentage of the trials that the observer perceived as being transparent increased as the trajectory length of the dots increased. A similar pattern was obtained for the mixed condition, which, by itself, could be taken as evidence for the pooling of the first-order (generated by the luminance-defined dots) Fig. 6 . Results for Experiment 3 that used non-locally-paired dots. Observers had to discriminate the transparent stimulus from the motion-flow stimulus. Performance (percent correct) is plotted against the angular separation of the motion signals for the three conditions tested: matched luminance-defined dots (L-L); matched contrastdefined dots (C-C) and mixed contrast-and luminance-defined dots (L-C).
and second-order (contrast-defined dots) signals by a common LMP. However, the failure to consistently perceive transparency with the paired contrast-defined dots questioned that interpretation. Instead, it raised the possibility of the existence of separate first-order and second-order LMP units with the pooling zone of the second-order units (that processed the luminance and contrast-defined dots) being larger than that of the first-order units. An alternative possibility was that the contrast-defined dots were processed by a common LMP stage (i.e. one that pooled both firstand second-order signals) which was driven less effectively by those dots (compared to the luminance-dots), resulting in a larger pooling area. However, the results of Experiment 2, which showed that the transition between perceiving unidirectional and transparent motion for matched luminance-defined dots did not systematically depend upon the contrast of the dots, ruled out that possibility. Experiment 3 showed that the perception of transparency was possible with contrast-defined dots when the two directions were not locally balanced. This finding indicates that the failure to perceive transparency in Experiment 1 was due to issues resulting from the local pairing of the signals. Finally, Experiment 4 showed that when the luminance-and contrast-defined dots were constructed so that they selectively drove the first-and second-order systems, respectively, motion transparency was perceived, even at a short trajectory length.
Taken as a whole, these results support the notion of independent first-order and second-order LMP units and also that the spatial-pooling extent of the second-order units is larger than that of the first-order units. Independent first-and second-order LMP units is consistent with the earlier study by Scott-Samuel and Smith (2000) that investigated LMP interactions by using stimuli consisting of bands of spatially-offset luminance-or contrast-defined stimuli and also those studies that have shown independence at the global-motion level (Ashida et al., 2007; Badcock & Khuu, 2001; Edwards & Badcock, 1995) .
If there are independent first-and second-order LMP units, then how can the previous results of the study by Edwards and Nishida (2004) be accounted for? Recall they found that while contrastreversing global-motion signal-dots do not result in the percept of motion when viewed in the fovea, reverse-phi motion is perceived if the contrast of the dots is reduced, or the viewing eccentricity or speed of the dots are increased. They accounted for these findings by proposing interaction between the first-order and a putative FWR second-order system at the LMP level. When presented with a contrast-reversing dot, the first-order system would signal reverse-phi motion and a FWR system would signal motion in the displacement direction. Hence, if these two signals were of equal strength and combined at the LMP level, they would cancel, resulting in no percept of motion. Reducing the contrast, or increasing the eccentricity or speed results in a relatively stronger first-order signal, compared to the second-order signal, and hence the perception of reverse-phi motion. Clearly, if the current claim of independence between the first-and second-order signals at the LMP level is true, the above explanation is incorrect, and an alternate explanation is needed to account for their data.
Based upon the study by Derrington and Goddard (1989) , one such alternative explanation is that the data of Edwards and Nishida reflects interaction purely within the first-order system. Derrington and Goddard investigated the ability of observers to perform a direction discrimination task with a briefly presented sine-wave grating as a function of the contrast of the grating. They found that while performance initially improved with increasing contrast, a contrast level was reached beyond which further increasing the contrast led to a decrease in direction-discrimination performance. They accounted for this pattern of results by considering the motion energy generated by the stimulus and the effect of a saturation in the contrast-response functions of the motion units. Briefly presenting a moving stimulus results in a spread in the motion energy generated by that stimulus. Specifically, while most of the motion energy is in the displacement direction, there is a significant amount of energy in the reverse direction. Increasing the contrast of the stimulus results in an increase in the amount of energy in both the displacement and reverse directions. If the contrast-response functions of local-motion units are linear, then the net difference between the responses to the two directions would initially increase with increasing stimulus contrast, and then a contrast level would be reached beyond which the net difference would remain constant. However, if there is a saturation point in the response functions of the local-motion units, increasing the contrast of the stimulus beyond that level would result in a decrease in the difference in the energy between the displacement and reverse directions. This is because that, since the energy in the displacement direction is stronger than that in the reverse direction, the response of the motion units sensitive to that direction would start to saturate at a lower stimulus contrast level than those motion units sensitive to the opposite direction of motion. For the four observers, the percent of the trials that were seen as transparent is plotted for the two contrasts used for the luminance-defined dots. At the high contrast level (20%) transparency was never, or very rarely seen. At the low contrast level (10%) transparency was almost always seen.
A similar argument could account for the results of Edwards and Nishida (2004) . The contrast-reversing signal-dots moved in the signal direction for only one frame transition (50 ms) and so would have generated motion energy in both the displacement and reverse directions. Given that dots were contrast-reversing, the dominant motion-energy signal would have been in the reverse direction. While it is true that all of the manipulations they employed (decreasing the contrast, and increasing speed and eccentricity) would have resulted in a greater reduction in the sensitivity of the second-order system to those stimuli, compared to that of the first-order system, the sensitivity of the first-order system to the stimuli would still have been reduced. Hence, given the saturation in the contrast-response functions of the first-order local-motion units, those manipulations would have resulted in a greater imbalance in the motion energy between the reverse and displacement directions. That is, the net difference in the first-order responses in the reverse and forward directions would have increased, resulting in a stronger signal in the first-order mediated reverse direction, and hence the perception of reverse-phi motion. The logic of this argument is essentially the same as that originally proposed by Edwards and Nishida, but instead of the percept of reverse-phi motion reflecting a change in the relative responses of the first-and second-order units tuned to the two directions, it reflects a change in the relative responses of first-order units tuned to those directions. The possibility of a purely first-order account of those results was originally discussed by Edwards and Nishida (2004) . However, their modelling that led them to reject that possibility did not include a saturation in the response of local-motion units. Also, it had to make assumptions regarding the relative strength of the local-motion responses to the motion energy in the forward and reverse directions. It is possible that this is a noisier stimulus than they originally assumed. Note that if this reassessment of the explanation for the results of the Edwards and Nishida study is correct, it means that their study does not provide evidence for a FWR second-order system.
Finally, while the current finding of independent processing of first-and second-order signals at the LMP level is consistent with the notion of independence at the global-motion level, we do not rule out the possibility that they are pooled at some stage in the visual system. Indeed, the failure to perceive transparency in the mixed condition (locally-paired luminance-and contrast-defined dots) at all trajectory lengths (i.e. the short in addition to the long lengths) in Experiment 1 supports the possibility that first-and second-order signals are pooled in the processing of motion transparency. In that study, the (relatively high-contrast) luminance-defined dots would have driven both the first-and second-order local-motion units. Thus the second-order response would have been in the vector average of the responses to the luminanceand contrast-defined dots. This would have skewed the direction of the second-order signal towards the first-order signal, reducing the angular separation between them from 90°. If the second-order system was equally driven by the two types of dots, the angular separation would have been reduced to 45°, but it would have been less if it was driven more strongly by the luminance dot. We know that there is a minimum angular difference that is required between two signals in order to perceive motion transparency and that this critical separation is reduced if the signal strength is weakened, e.g. if the stimulus duration (trajectory length) is reduced (Greenwood & Edwards, 2007; Treue et al., 2000) . So the failure to perceive transparency in the mixed condition in Experiment 1 could indicate that the difference in directions between the firstand second-order signals was below that minimum value, and therefore that first-and second-order signals are pooled in the processing of motion transparency. Another possibility is that two (transparent) signals were actually present in the mixed condition, but that the angular separation between them was not sufficient for the observers to reliably notice that they were perceiving two directions (transparency) rather than a noisy unidirectional signal. We are currently investigating this issue. Though also note that the integration of first-and second-order motion signals at some level in the visual system is also consistent with studies that have found perceived motion in one direction and a dynamic-motion-aftereffect in the same direction with band-pass random-dot kinematograms (Nishida & Sato, 1992 .
